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David Coronado and
Amy Pope accept their
"Scholar Athletes of the
Year" awards. The
accolades represent
significant scholastic
achievement by
CSUSB athletes.
The awards were
presented at the annual

By Dee Ortega
Chronicle Staff Writer

athletic's department
banquet held Thurs.
May 27. 1999.

See the "Coy ote
Chronicle's All-Star
Team" on Page 10.

Photo by MchoKt A. Contraros

Balkan Refugees Saved By CSUSB Students
Chronicle Staff Writer
Every week, over 200 Balkan
refugees come into the United
States with nothing. Thousands
that still remain in Kosovo also
have nothing. Students in Risa
Dixon's Small Group Communi
cation class wanted to help.
The assignment was to find a
need in the community and then

find an organization to work with
on that need. Some students In
Dixon's Small Group Communi
cation class took this assignment
to a new level.
Everyone in one group was
in agreement
they wanted to
do a fundraiser. They thought
about saving Balkin Refugees.
Now, in correlation with the Red
Cross, they are doing just that

They chose to work with the
Red Cross because the Red Cross
is part of an International Humani
tarian Movement. Anthony
Herrera, Mike Montano, Connie
Osborne and Stephanie Sherard
are helping the Red Cross save
lives of Balldn refugees overseas
and here in the United States. On

Basketball star
Phil Johnson is one
of the many-athletes
recognized in the
first annual Coyote
Chronicle All-Star
Team.
See pages 1011
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Panel Probes
Issues of Hate

Scholar Athletes of the Year

By Mindy C. Stevenson

H i g h l a n d s

See Refugees page 3

"I hate you because your skin
color is different. I hate you becau.se you're gay, and I hate you
because you're not Christian."
These are some of the prejudicial
beliefs held by individuals whose
way of life is hate and violence.
This year's Hate Crime/ Hate
Speech - "What Do-We Do About
It?" symposium drew a cro^wd
reaching capacity level, as ap
proximately 100 students, com
munity leaders, and educators
gathered to hear prominent guests
discuss the increasing social
problems of hate crime and hate
speech.
The event co-sponsored by the
Multi-Cultural Center and the
Ethnic Studies Program was held
on Monday, May 24, 1999, at the
Student Union Event Center from
12 noon - 1:30 p.m. The sympo
sium was so successful that 45
minutes after the program ended;
members of the audience were
still in their seats asking questions
of the speakers.
Panelists included Dr. Mary
Fong, CSUSB Intercultural Stud
ies Professor; Marlon Palmer,
Special Agent with the FBI Hate
Crimes Investigation Depart
ment; Carla Arranaga, Investiga
tor with the Los Angeles County
Hate Crimes Division and Gil
Navarro, community activist,
founder of The Parents Associa

The
Coyote
Chronicle
sits
^fown with Dr. Aurdni^ Wolfgang and
talksdboitt her fel
lowship to finish
her book, which
she is currently do
ing, in France.
See page 7

tion, and Chapter Chair for the
Mexican-American Political Asso
ciation in San Bernardino.
Panel members initially dis
cussed the background of hate
crimes, who commits the crimes
and why and then shared their per
sonal experiences with the audi
ence. "
"As a young girl living in Long
Beach, I can remember children
not playing with me and calling me
'Jap,' " said Dr. Fong, who is first
generation Chinese-American.
"They would taunt me by slanting
their eyes and imitating buck teeth.
This would hurt me because I
didn't understand why they
thought 1 was Japanese. They ste
reotyped my identity and I felt in
ferior." Pointing to reasons for in
dividuals using hate speech. Dr.
Fong said, "people are prejudiced
because they feel threat and com
petition; essentially they feel
you're in the way, and it comes
through in their speech."
Acknowledging that hate speech
and hate crimes go hand in hand,
Gil Navarro, founder of The Par
ents Association , an advocacy
group for parents with students
facing suspension or expulsion,
shared his experiences in dealing
with school cases that turned into
hate crimes. Using an example of
a case at La Sierra High School in
Riverside, he recalls an incident
when riots broke out after white
students attacked black students
See Hate page 3
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CSUSB Opens Interna
tional Students Institute
By Mirta Escudero
Chronicle Staff Writer

Foreign study students and local
students keenly interested in inter
national programs, you will soon
find more resources available.
That's because The Faculty Sen
ate and The Academic Affairs Di
vision, with the strong support of
The Division of Students Affairs,
recently approved the foundation of
the International Students Institute
(I.S.I), operating from the office of
International Students Affairs (UH235) at California State University
San Bernardino campus.
The new organization plans to
revitalize the existing campus and
community programs to obtain
funding for activities that meet both
the community and university's glo

bal needs.
The Institute has set ambitious
goals. First, it will catalog the in
ternational programs in existence
and determine what international
needs the university has, as well
as what the community needs.
Second, I.S.I will develop, facili
tate, coordinate and publicize in
ternational exchange programs
for CSUSB faculty and students
and assume responsibility for co
ordination of other international
student organizations.
The International Institute will
represent the university on inter
national matters. For instance,
it will promote the international
ization of the curriculum, which
serves as a central point of con
tact and information between
CSUSB and students around the
world.

In addition, it will develop spe
cialized training workshops and
conferences that will disseminate
information on the activities in
volving faculty members and stu
dents.
Dr. Rosalie Giacchino-Baker,
professor in the department of
Learning, Literacy and Culture,
and Elsa Ochoa-Fernandez, Direc
tor of International Students Ser
vices, have both been selected as
directors of I.S.I. They want to
learn about student's and faculty
member's international activities
and needs. They will welcome
ideas on how to make us all better
citizens of the world.
For more information, call (909)
880-5193; or to contact by e-mail:
(elsa@csusb.edu)
or
(rosalie@csusb.edu).

Commons For Everyone
By Kent Kinney
Chronicle Staff Writer
You may recall the controversy
the dorm students had brought to
light over the money they were
forced to pay (with the old meal
plan).
To remind you, the dorm students
were asked to pay $640 per quarter
for 7 meals per week. The tem into
something new (a dollar to dollar)
charge for each meal. This new meal
plan will be implemented in fall '99.
Dave Jones, Associate Execu
tive Director, Commercial Services,
Tim Trevan, Director of Housing,
Tito Calderon, Associate Director,
Food Services,and Khani Duong,
are the students in the dorms who
discovered this controversy. The
new meal plan should resolve much
of the misunderstandings and will
be available to all students on cam
pus not just dorm students.
Rates may vary per Quarter
Based upon the number of days in
each Quarter according to the Uni
versity Academic Calendar.
These may seem rather cost

you consider other factors such
as food item cost, labor costs,
preparation, the building and
utilities-this is not so bad. The
cost of the meals is supplemented
by the cozy atmosphere and the
variety of food available. At the
Commons area you can either sit
alone to study or with a group to
socialize. In the dining area the
tables and eating utensils are kept
clean. You're able to come back
for repeat servings-seconds,
thirds, etc. There is a friendly and
helpful staff to serve you and
make your dining experience a
pleasant one.
The cuisine is well prepared
and fresh every day, and there is
a wide variety to choose from at
all meals. For example at break
fast you can have eggs, bacon,
sausage, fresh fruit, any number
of cereals, toast or muffins, and
beverages such as juice, milk, tea
or coffee (a really well rounded
and balanced meal). At lunch
there are several main entrees
available, which include a veg
etable; a fresh, well-stocked salad
«har,nvhieh-hidvde»ifis«fa-iiimt; a J

variety of deserts, and beverages.
At dinner there are several main
courses, the fresh salad bar, des
sert and beverages.
They plan their menus ahead
of time (which a registered dieti
tian reviews for nutritional bal
ance). Their staff can always make
substitutions and are very accom
modating and willing to suit their
clientele (the students and staff that
frequent the Commons). The Com
mons is vegetarian friendly, but
also incorporates red meat, poul
try and fish into their menu.
The student body should take
advantage of this new option be
ing offered in the fall . We can
make our own judgments about the
features discussed above, but bear
in mind: it is close to your classes,
a place to relax during mealtime,
and you don't have to find a park
ing place. When you're through
eating, you have gotten a well-bal
anced and delicious meal. Nutri
tional balance and sustenance is
one of the key components to mak
ing our brains function, to do well
on tests, and get those good grades
we airneed SiftTdegefVe.

Dreams Really Can Come True!

...oh wouldn't it he nice... to have
fun in the sun and solve your need for casb this summer?

With

dreams can become Reality!

SummCT is our prime seiison and we've got

JOB OPPORTUNITIES GALORE
for qualified candidates a.s Leasing Consultants for
highcnd luxury apartment communities.

CALL TODAY to schedule an appointment with
S,]SNOVATI^^: S.TAFI-IJVfM S.OIjVTKXtVS
in Property Kiumgvmeni Pernynnel

(714) 708-7960
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Kampus Kids Project
Requesting Donations

Voices from The Village
By Mindy C. Stevenson
Chronicle Staff Writer

als for the center. The drive will
take place June 1 through June 4,
10:00 a-m. to 12:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Courtyard.
Kimberiy Harris, Director of
the Children's Center, stated thM
much of the reason for its sua^ss
is because of generous donations.
She said that much of the funthng
comes from donations, grants,
fund raises and ASI. Many of the
children come from low-income
families and range from 2 1/2 to
10 years.

By Brandon Rodriguez
Chronicle staff Witer
Donations of new, wrapped
toys, children's books, and
children's music tapes are re
quested for die Children's Center
on campus by a group of Communications students who have
formed the Kampus Kids Project.
The students, from Professor
Risa Dickson's Small Group
Communication course, are coor
dinating a drive to gather materi

As the year comes to a close,
Serrano Villagers are looking for
ward to two main things: 1) a sum
mer of fun without school and 2)
coming back to Serrano Village next
year.
Serrano Village has vastly
changed in the past two years and
more changes are yet to come. Next
year, not only should the Commons
crisis be taken care of, but the rooms
will also be cheaper. Every room
will have new carpeting, the bath
rooms will be improved and hope
fully th^.re will finally be that ice
machine and photocopy machine in
the Village Square.
The Village is also working on
getting an Internet phone line for
every room. Less-expensive laun
dry machines should come soon that
will accept the Coyote One cards so
that quarters are no longer a neces
sity. Also, they are working on an
intercom system so that guests can
call up to your room and have you
open the door for them - a really big
change and improvement. This has^

Refugees
Continued from page I
one dollar, because even if they
only get a little bit of money it will
help a lot. Just think, for only one
dollar you can feed a refugee here
or overseas. The university will get
recognition for the money raised by
students and staff and others who
donate here.
Connie Osborne said, "We're
focusing on the need of human suf
frage. This is not a political issue,
it's about human suffrage." '
If you would like to donate
your $1.00 or more, you can pick
up envelopes in the A.S.I, office or
at the table located outside the Stu
dent Union.

May 27, June 2 and 3, representa
tives Connie Osborne and
Stephanie Sherard were outside
helping collect donations that will
go to the Red Cross to their Balkin
Relief Fund.
The Red Cross has helped out
by donating the posters and fly
ers the group is using as well as
the envelopes for donations. On
June 10, a representative from the
Red Cross will be here to give a
small presentation to help encour
age more Cal State students to do
nate.
The group is encouraging
everyone at Cal State to donate

Hate...
Con't from pg 1
and began calling them " niggers."
"The school refused to identify the
issue as a hate crime, " said
Navarro, adding, "school districts
refuse to acknowledge the problem
and it goes undocumented, unre
ported, and unaccepted as hate
crimes by school officials. We
need to deal with hate crimes head
on if we are to eliminate the prob

7ke Chftfnide
laoutd like h wy goodhye h a good ffiend,
Cheri Vixon. Chefi has looeked fof ihe paper as
txeeuiioe tdiior, tHanaging tdiior. Design tdiior,
7eaiufes tdiior and Siaff hfriier. iier iatenis and
sgnergg mil be
soretg missed, ^ood £uek Cherif

lem."
Dealing with hate crimes head
on is what FBI Special Agent,
Marlon Palmer does on a daily
basis..
The African-American investi
gator uses his experience and ex
pertise in investigating White Su
premacist and Skinhead hate

been a huge issue in the Village ever
since it opened, and it's really dan
gerous to let just anyone in or leave
the door open for your friends. As a
result, there have been some strange
people in the halls where they don't
belong.
The changes that have already
taken place have made Serrano Vil
lage a much better place than it was
a short two years ago. There are new
curtains in every room, new carpet
in the public areas of every hall, new
lighting, new paint and wallpaper
and paper towels and soap dispens
ers in every bathroom.
This year, the community pro
grammers have done an incredible
job putting programs together for the
residents as well as for the rest of
the campus. That, in addition to the
Village Square being opened for fun
and a new S.VA, has made Serrano

groups.
Identifying those who commit
hate crimes, individuals are cat
egorized into three types:
1. Thrill seekers are a younger
group of individuals who do not
belong to hate groups, get caught
up in the excitement or thrills of
the incident, and go along with
peers.
2. Reactive offenders character
istically feel a sense of entitlement.
They react and feel justified for
their actions, and the
3. Mission offenders who per
ceive others as inferior and look
at victims as non- human.
Among the latest victims of hate
crimes are gays and lesbians. Ac
cording to panelist Carta Arranaga,
investigator and instructor for the
Los Angeles County Hate Crimes

leollege
cmie
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Division, she says, "approximately
50% of all gay hashing cases are
where someone was misperceived
as being gay." She added that hate
crimes are committed based upon
what is actual or perceived notions,
not fact, and that hale crime inci
dences have increased in public
schools according to information
received from the U.S. Attorneys
Office.
Currently there are laws gov
erning discrimination based on
race, gender, religion, and disabil
ity, but there are no laws existing
that protect sexual orientation.
State Assembly Bill 222 is de
signed to protect homosexuals
from harassment and discrimina
tion and is currently in appropria
tions committee awaiting ap
proval.

SfKlilbliiglifanly.crMnl.
lirsirtkiiinf.lallird/ti«L
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Village less boring and more fun and
inviting to residents. The new col
ors of the buildings are the only
changes no one has benefited from;
even though the painting is new,
we're hoping it will change as these
other changes are being made.
Even though the year is com
ing to an end, Serrano Village still
has some great activities planned.
On Friday June 4, the Spring For
ma! will take place. Entitled "A
Night At The Mardi Gras," the dance
will be held at Edwards Mansion in
Redlands. Tickets are on sale in the
Village Square and at the box office,
and are only $20.00 per person - this
price includes dinner, dancing and a
characture drawing of you and your
date. A photographer will be avail
able but not included in ticket price.
On Thursday, June 10, the Spring
Festival will lake place in the grassy
area in the Quad of the Village. Fri
day June 11 will be Movie Night
with Serrano Village in the Village
Square, and Saturday, June 12,
Serrano Village will help out with
Habitat for Humanity; sign up and
get more information in the Village
Square.

i

when you purchase
large drink
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Opinions/Editorials
EDITORIAL BOARD
Dan A, Farmer
Executive Editor
D'Lorah DeBarge
News Editor
Cheri Dixon
Features Editor
Amber S. Minor
A&E Editor
Richard Contreras
Sports-Opinion Editor
The opinions expressed by The
Chronicle do not necessarily
reflect the views of Cat State
University, San Bernardino.

Changing of the
Guard
Thank heavens, the school
year is finally over. And what a
year it was for the Coyote
Chronicle.
Three quarters, three Execu
tive Editors. We went weekly
for the first time in CSUSB his
tory this fall. This spring quar
ter was the first time that The
Coyote Chronicle had actual
section editors.
The challenges kept coming
all year long. The fall quarter
started out with two staffs,
working every other week and
metamorphed into one staff
working weekly.
But through the thick and
thin, we managed to meet each
new challenge and gel to the
press. Without a journalism
major, we found a nucleus to
build a team around and put is
sue after issue in the news
stands.
It has been far from easy.
Trying to follow the CPA or
deal, various ASI scandals, the
Commons food pricing issues
and many of the other time con
suming stories of the year while
also meeting our scholastic
commitments was, to say the
least, challenging.
We hope you've enjoyed the
paper this year and all its
changes.lt will be a nice sum
mer off for all of us as we re
group and reload for next year's
challenges. Look for a few de
sign changes and some other
little twists in the fall. Enjoy the
break. We'll see you next ye^m

The Staff
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Cox Report Paints Foreboding
Picture of Chinese Espionage
By David G. Smothers
Contributing Writer
On May 26, Congress released a
report that implicates the Clinton
administration with substantive fail
ures in counter-intelligence and
counter-espionage at all levels of
the administration.
Rep. Christopher Cox (R-CA),
Chairman of the House Select Com
mittee on Chinese espionage that
authored the 700-page report, and
Rep. Norman Dicks (D-WA) testi
fied before the House International
Relations subcommittee on Asia
and the Pacific.
They also testified before the
Senate Governmental Affairs Com
mittee on the matter.
Allegations included in the re
port are severe.

"Counterintelligence programs at
the national weapons laboratories
today fail to meet even minimal
standards. Repeated efforts since
the early 1980's have failed to solve
the counterintelligence deficiencies
at the national laboratories."
The PRC (People's Republic of
China) thefts from our national
laboratories began at least as early
as the late 1970s, and significant
secrets are known to have been sto
len as recently as the mid-1990s.
Such thefts almost certainly con
tinue to the present."
The stolen U.S. nuclear secrets
give the PRC design information on
thermonuclear weapons on a par
with our own."
The PRC could begin serial pro
duction of such weapons during the
next decade in connection with the

Security = Success
By TJ. Wood
A.S.I,President

My name is T.J. Wood and I
am the 1998-99 A.S.I. President.
My term is quickly coming to an
end. The reason I am writing this
is to inspire you about success.
Anyone who is aware of what
happened during my presidency
this past year, could see how I
dealt with a lot of animosity that
was directed at me. This animos
ity came from some of the Greeks,
Dick Phillips, and some of the
Administration. Why? The
simple answer is insecurity. In
security causes people to hate oth
ers who may possess what they
don't have. I'm not saying this
out of cockiness because I am ac
tually very humble. I say this to
inspire insecure people to do
something to better themselves. If
they focused on positive things in
their lives they could become a
huge success like myself.
How can someone avoid be
ing insecure? The answer is
simple. You focus on your ide
als. An ideal means that, in theory,
you will always come just short
what you want. You need to shoot
for the stars if you want anything
out of life. In doing so you can
blow this theory out of the water.

If there are insecure people try
ing to say to you that you cannot
succeed, listen to them to be po
lite, but focus on your ideal.
I have had people telling me
that I can't succeed my whole life.
Did I listen to this insecure chat
ter? The answer is absolutely not!
I believe that everybody has the
power to become a success if they
avoid insecurity and simply be
lieve in themselves.
I became Vice President of
A.S.I, after everybody told me I
would not be elected. I then be
came President after even my
closest friends said I couldn't do
it. Then I became the number one
salesman in the Western Zone of
the United States for a 150 mil
lion dollar a year corporation. This
was after people told me I would
never achieve my ideals.
Now I have every Fortune 500
company I apply to beg for my
employment. I'm not going to ac
cept any of these jobs, even with
a starting salary of over $ 100,000,
because I am now focusing on
being a stand up comedian and
eventually staring in my own
movies. This is my most sought
after ideal. Can I do it? If you
are insecure, the answer is no.
This doesn't affect me one bit
however. I believe in myself. I
know I will succeed!

fodder for indictment of members
of the Clinton administration on il
legal campaign contributions.
The real question is; "Have cam
paign contributions led to certain
legislation, which in turn led to
more lenient standards within the
Department of Commerce and the
Department of Energy, which then
led to the breach of security?"
A source, which assisted in the
writing of the report, told the
Chronicle that: "This is deadly se
rious. There Is no question that the
[Clinton] administration has created
a clear and present danger in terms
of our national security. We feel that
the level of espionage has only in
creased, and that it continues to this
day. Some of the material that did

development of its next generation
of intercontinental ballistic mis
siles."
"With the stolen U.S. technology,
the PRC has leaped, in a handful of
years, from 1950s era strategic
nuclear capabilities to the more
modern thermonuclear weapons
designs. These modern thermo
nuclear weapons took the United
States decades of effort, hundreds
of millions of dollars, and numer
ous nuclear tests to achieve."There
is much talk in Washington for the
resignations of National Security
Advisor, Sandy Berger, and Attor
ney General, Janet Reno due to the
matter.
The minority members of the
committee and the Clinton admin
istration cut over lOO-pages out of
the report which could have been

1

See Cox P8- 5
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Valley of the Mastodons
By Jill Dahlman
Chronicle Staff Writer
The Eastside Reservoir
Project has a new nickname. Mu
seum paleontologists are calling
the Reservoir construction site the
Valley of the Mastodons.
"The finds make up the largest,
single assemblage of fossils in
California for this time period, out
side of the famous La Brea tar
pits," said senior curator of pale
ontology and principal investiga
tor Kathleen Springer of the San
Bernardino County Museum, lo
cated in Redlands.
Springer's talk to university stu
dents on May 19 was the first in a
series of lectures to be presented
monthly at the Pfau Library;
According to Springer, 30,000
fossils frorl) the late Pleistocene
epoch (the last great ice age that
took place approximately 40,000
years ago) have been curated to
date at the museum from over
1,800 sites. The find is one of the
largest west of the Great Basin.
Many of the fossils recovered
are 65 percent complete and gen
erally well preserved. They were
located in ground ranging from as
shallow as 2-1/2 to 100 feet. The
fossils unearthed are rare finds,
especially in this area of Southern
California, and include species as
diverse as:
—Giant Harlan's ground sloth
(an approximately 3,500 lb.
sloth)
—Jefferson's ground sloth (a
very rare find; these are
common on the East coast)
—Dire wolf
—Saber-toothed cat
—Giant North American lion (1/

Cox

cont. from pg. 4

not make it into the declassified re
port does, in fact, lead us to believe
that Charlie Trie and other major
contributors to Clinton administra
tion did apparently buy their way
around the rules in terms of weap
ons technology transfers. " Our
source also speculated that the
Clinton administration stalled as
much as possible in order to leak as
much as possible thus diverting at
tention of itself. "It's their style,"
he said.

3 larger than the African lion)
—Colombian mammoth
(closely related to the Asian
elephant)
—"Yesterday's" camel
—Ancient bison
—Long-horned bison
—Black bear
-Flat-headed peccary
—Many other fossils, including
rabbits, rodents, pond turtles,
coyotes, and deer
By far, the largest representative
in the fossil group, however, is the
mastodon. These creatures (or
"critters," as Springer calls them)
stood between 6 and 7 feet in
height at the shoulder. One mast
odon, named Max, is believed to
be the largest mastodon skeleton
found in the western United Slates
and stands at 11-1/2 feel at the
shoulder. Max's size demonstrates
that these mastodons may have
been as large as those known from
the easternUS.
What makes the mastodons such
an incredible find is that these crea
tures were thought to have been
solitary forest-dwelling browsers
(or herbivores — grazing animals).
The large numbers of these fossils
indicate that the area of the reser
voir was more wooded or forested
than it is today.
When compared with the find at
the La Brea tarpit, which is generally a carnivorous find, the
Eastside Reservoir Project find
represents a more normally distrib
uted environment in terms of what
type of animals were living in this
area 40,000 years ago.
This find is still ongoing. Who
knows what "critters" may be un
earthed next? It will all be known
by December 1999, when the

Eastside Reservoir project con
struction will be completed. Af
ter the digging is done, museum
scientists will be analyzing and
cataloging the fossils for another
couple of years.
The San Bernardino County
Museum and the Eastside Reser

In ain appearance in Texas which
appeared on various cable channels,
Clinton said that the administration
was "moving aggressively to
tighten security" at nuclear labora
tories and would work with Con
gress to follow the recommenda
tions that are spelled out in the re
port. Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson also talked down the
report by saying: "It's a good report.
It's scary but it's important not to
panic, not overdramatize."
Congressman Dicks said that
Chinese penetration of nuclear
weapons laboratories was "a major

counterintelligence failure...one of
the worst in our nations history." In
many ways. It is akin to the
Rosenburg trial that pertained to the
Manhattan Project, which led to the
Rosenburg's execution for treason.
Why can't China be ignored?
China is viewed as a potential re
gional, if not global, rival to the
United States in the 21st century.
China has the world's largest army
with some 2.9 million personnel.
It's navy, air force, and armored di
visions are obsolete by western
standards but are in the process of
modernization. China is the world's

Quintin Lake, one of the San Bernardino County Museum field paleontologists, stands behind the
largest mastodon skull and lower jaw ever found in the Western United States.

voir are home to many of these fos
sils.
Take a journey on out to the Res
ervoir and watch the construction
progress. Or visit the Visitor's Cen
ter on location where mastodon
Max is on exhibit.
The talk given by Ms. Springer

represents an agreement between
the San Bernardino County Mu
seum and the Pfau Library Asso
ciates.
This presentation was co-spon
sored by the College of Natural
Sciences and College of Social &
Behavioral Sciences.

third-largest country by area and the
largest population with 1.2 billion
people. China has the world's larg
est and fastest growing developing
economy. China's gross national
product grew at 7.8 percent in 1998,
an amazing rate considering the col
lapse of growth in the rest of Asia.
In addition, China is expected to
surpass Japan soon as the largest
source of the American trade defi
cit.
The $57 billion trade gap with
China in 1998 was second only to
the $61 billion deficit with Japan.
Based on the pattern of the cur

rent administration (where there is
a war in Kosovo or a bombing of
an aspirin factory in the Sudan in
order to apparently divert the atten
tion of the American public) does
this report substantially question
our involvement in Kosovo'.^' If the
answer is that our involvement in
Kosovo is a shield for the truth con
tained in the Cox report (namely the
100 unpublished pages), then the
Clinton Administration could be
destroying our national security
from within. Many hope that this
is not the trudi.
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Final in the Series

The Faces Of AIDS: Part 4

By Paulie Kimball
Chronicle Staff Writer
AIDS can touch anyone, old or
young, male or female, married or
single. It could be your mother,
sister or brother, co-worker or a
baby in a stroller. Each person af
fected has a name and a face.
It is time for us, yes, you and
me, to see what we can do to help,
the individuals suffering from
AIDS. These people are in grave
need of both physical and emo
tional support; Yes, the money
does help, but donating money is
the easy way out.
Dr. Frey of Bonaventure House
in Chicago states: "Emotional at
tachments, coupled with ways of
distancing oneself from the real
ity of death and dying, are embed
ded in the everyday interactions..."
and "Severe depression is a com
mon reaction that results from
loss, particularly in pathological or
prolonged grieving." There are
many other diseases that demon
strate similar symptoms, but lack
the consequences and finality.
The Fragile Community, Living

Photo courtesy Bonaventure House

Together with AIDS, by Mara B.
Adelman and Lawrence R. Frey,
has a special dedication: "They say
that there are only six degrees of
separation between everyone on
the planet; that we are only six
people away from being related to
someone who died of AIDS. For
Larry, the distance is much shorter.
This book is dedicated to Glenn
Stapelman, the cousin I wish I had

known better, and now will never
have the chance."
Choose to give of yourself. Put
your prejudices aside and make a
difference. Don't wait for someone
else. If we ALL do that, who will
help? There are houses like the
"Bonaventure House" and support
centers throughout our area.
"Give sorrow words: the grief
that does not speak. Whispers the

Photo courtesy Bonaventure House

o'er-fraught heart, and bids it
break," said William Shakespeare.
Call today and ask how you can
serve: California AIDS Hotline
(800) 367-AIDS; AIDS Programs

An Intern's Experience

Tips For Making The Most
Of A Summer internship
College Press Exchange
NORTHAMPTON, Mass.
- About three out of four col
lege students nationwide will
land a summer internship this
summer. Internships have be
come increasingly critical be
cause many organizations,
whether museums or Fortune
500 companies, now see them
as the first stage in recruiting,
says Smith College Career
Development Director Bar
bara Reinhold.
Reinhold, who also serves
as an online career columnist
for monster.com and a con
sultant to corporations rang
ing from Polaroid to Praxair
Inc., offers the following ten
tips for making the most of a
summer internship.
1. When considering your
summer plans, DON'T as

sume you can't intern because
you need to earn money for
school.
Many internships do pay.
For those that don't, a few col
leges have designated funds to
help students defray the cost of
their living expenses and tu
ition contribution. Find out if
your school offers a stipend to
any student wishing to do an
unpaid internship after her
sophomore or junior year,
Reinhold suggests.
2. On the job, DON'T expect
to be taught as you would in a
classroorh. An internship is a
very different situation, and
you must take the major re
sponsibility for what you will
learn. "If you can define what
you want from an internship,
chances are you'll get what
you want and be satisfied,"
Reinhold says.

3. DO ask lots of questions.
Not just "how" questions but
"why questions"—questions
that help you get a sense of
the big picture and your role
in it.
"Employers often regard
internships as full-lime tryouts," Reinhold says.
"So they'll be taking care
ful notice of the quality of
your thinking, based on the
quality of the questions you
ask."
4. DO pitch in wherever
you're needed, but make sure
at least half of your time is
spent on meaningful, useful
assignments. You can learn a
lot by answering phones, pho
tocopying and filing. If you
do these tasks efficiently
you'll have more time to re
search and volunteer for new
projects.

in Los Angeles, 1313 N. Vine St.,
Los Angeles, CA (313) 993-1600
or www.apla.org; or Children With
Aids, www.aidskids.org.

A young intern was leaving the office at 6 pm when
he found the CEO standing in front of the company
shredder with a piece of paper in hand.
feS
"Listen," said the CEO, "this is very important, and
my secretary's already left. Can you make this thing
H work?"
"Certainly." said the young intern. He turned the
machine on, inserted the paper, and pressed the start
button.
"Excellent!" said the CEO as his paper disappeared
inside the machine. "I'll just need one copy."

LOMA • LIM)A
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Are you a good listener? Do you like giving helpful advice?

L

Consider a career in
Marriage and Family Therapy.

oma Linda University's Marriage and Family Therapy faculty would like nothing better
than to help you develop your "people" talents and skills into a very rewarding career.
We've designed our program for full-time students as well as for working adults who can
only attend school part time.
Earn your Master of Science degree* in Marriage and Family Therapy. Our program is fully
AAMFT-accredited, offers a strong academic and clinical program with a Christian emphasis,
and qualifies you to be a licensed MFT.
Loma Linda University, an internationally known health-sciences institution,
has provided you with the opportunity. The choice is up to you.
Call 1-80(M22-4LLU(455S)
or write to:

Mary E. Moline, PhD
Graduate School, Gri^s Hall 209
Loma Linda University
Uima Linda, CA 92350
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Furiously Female
By Allison Swift

few women knew how to read and
write.
Dr. Wolfgang became interested
in this topic when she was in
graduate school and began to
crave a deeper understanding of
how and why fictions represent
ing women's writing insisted on
their difference from men's, even
when the author was a man. She
was particularly interested in "the
'feminine' style... [which] epito
mized the language of sociability,
embodied a new sensibility, and
promoted a modern aesthetic."
Wolfgang stated that "this modern
sensibility turned the least presti
gious of literary genres, the novel,
into one of the most compelling
and innovative literary forms of
the century."
For students looking to fulfil!
similar international pursuits,
Wolfgang pointed out that there
are CSU-affiliated universities In
16 countries across the world, and
mentioned that the Foreign Lan
guage Department will begin to

Dr. Aurora Wolfgang, Associate
Professor of French at CSUSB
since 1992, was recently awarded
two fellowships to research and
finish her book, Furiously Female:
The Novel and Feminine-Voice
Narratives in France, 1730-1782.
The first fellowship, awarded by
the Albert and Elaine Borchard
Foundation, allowed Dr. Wolfgang
to spend the fall of '98 doing re
search and living in a chateau in
Brittany, France. The second fel
lowship came from the National
Endowment for the Humanities
and is currently allowing herayear
off to finish writing the book,
which she anticipates will be com
pleted "sometime next year."
Once finished, the book will be
an in-depth look into the French
novel of the 18th century, focus
ing on the influence that women
had on the popularity of this par
ticular genre during a time when

2. There is a house with four walls. Each wall faces
south. There is a window in each wall. A bear walks
by one of the windows. What color is the bear?
3. Is half of two plus two equal to two or three?
4. There is a room. The shutters are blowing in. There
is broken glass on the floor. There is water on the floor.
You find Sloppy dead on the floor. Who is Sloppy?
How did Sloppy die?

Answers to Brain Teasers on page 14
Photo courtesy Public Affairs

Dr. Wolfgang's interest in the
French novel won her two separate
fellowships to write her book.
award its own scholarships to
French students starting this year.
If you are interested in submitting
an application to be considered for
such a scholarship, please contact
the Foreign Language Department
at 880-5847.
Until your return. Bonne Chance
Dr. Wolfgang!

Collect Your Cold War
Recognition Certificate
In accordance with section 1084 of the Fiscal Year 1998 National Defense Authorization Act, the Secre
tary of Defense approved awarding Cold War Recognition Certificates to all members of the armed forces
and qualified federal government civilian personnel who faithfully and honorably served the United States
anytime during the Cold War era, which is defined as Sept. 2, 1945, to Dec. 26, 1991.
Who is eligible?
. "
All members of the armed forces and federal government civilian personnel who faithfully served the
United States during the Cold War era, Sept. 2. 1945, to Dec. 26, 1991. Individuals requesting a certificate
will certify that their character of service was honorable.
Acceptable documents for proof of service include: any official government or military document with
recipient's name. Social Security Number/Military Service Number/Foreign Service Number and date of
service is acceptable.
Applicants should use the sample letter below:

Students, need
CASH?
We can help!
Alpha Therapeutics Corporation,
is one of the largest Plasma
Pharmaceutical companies in the
world and we need your help! There
is a worldwide shortage of lifesaving
pharmaceutical products created
from human plasma. Best yet, WE

PAY YOU FOR YOUR DONATION!
Earn up to $180 a month plus
bonuses! For information please
call or visit us 7 days a week at;

Alpha Therapeutics Corporation
8491 Sierra Ave
Fontana, CA
(909) 823-9601

John Doe
P.O. Box 000
Pleasantville, Virginia 00000
April 5, 1999

Bring this Ad with you
on your first visit to
receive a $2.00 bonus!

Cold War Recognition
4035 Ridge Top Road
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-7445
See

Brain Teasers
1. There is one word in the English language that is
always pronounced incorrectly. What is it?

Dr. Aurora Wolfgang Goes Abroad
Copy Editor

Page 7
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By Kiki Malancharuvil
Chronicle Staff Writer

A Kissable Soundtrack
For those of you who've seen the movie "Never Been Kissed",
read no further, you don't need me to tell you that this soundtrack
rocks. In more than one place in the movie, I was more compelled to
jump up and dance in the aisle than I was to actually pay attention to
the story line. But, hey, what's
a movie about high school with
out music that brings you back
to that oh-so-magical time in
your life.
The "Kissed"
Soundtrack successfully blends
memories from the old and the
new era of high school, probably
due in part to the fact that the
movie Hashed back from the
main characters actual high
school years in the eighties to her
undercover act in present day
high school.
Some familiar names.on the album include The Cardigans (of Wil
liam Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet Soundtrack fame), R.E.M,
Semisonic, The Beach Boys, and John Lennon with Yoko Ono. This
soundtrack is incredibly upbeat and peppy, almost annoyingly so,
but what did we really expect from a soundtrack with Drew
Barrymore on the cover. It fits the movie perfectly and has some
great tunes on it, so pick it up, and get daneing! B+

Backstreet's Back
Since their last release, the Backstreet Boys have endured the high
est form of compliment, imitation. They are not amused. With their
new release. Millennium, the Boys hope to get away from their cloned
style of music by showing the world a more mature style of their
previously candy coated pop.
Some of the new tracks on Millennium reflect this change, show
ing a wider range of talent for the Boys. In their last album, the boys
focused on a more teenage sound
with bubble-gum ballads and Euro
Pop inspired dance tunes. This
time, the Boys try out some new
techniques, including writing their
own songs. Brian Littrell, and
Kevin Richardson, members of the
group try their hand at writing, in
cluding a touching tribute to their
mothers in 'The Perfect Fan".
The ballads on the album are a
slight disappointment to those of
us that expected or wanted change.
Most of them seem to be sequels
to the ballads on their self-titled debut album. There are some excep
tions, one being "Show Me the Meaning of Being Lonely", which
has a fresh new sound to it.
What really makes this album is their four upbeat dance tunes;
They include a song where the boys tell the fans just how much im
pact (good and bad) they have on their lives, and a song where in
stead of courting a wooing the teenage girls, they actually reject them
called "Don't Want You Back". They even make fun of themselves
by making reference to their overplayed "Everybody (Backstreet's
Back)" track from the first album.
- Whether or not this new sound actually works with the girls is yet
to be seen, but if we were to gage the success of the album by the
enthusiastic welcome of their first single "1 Want it That Way", it's
sure to be a success with their loyal fans. It might actually pull in a
few new listeners. A-

Move over Mr. Rogers, Here Comes
"Mr.
Flogger's"
By Holly Carlson
Chronicle Staff Writer
Students in the Communications
Department at CSUSB created two
half-hour segments of a television
show which is a spin-off about a
burnt out Mr. Rogers and is sched
uled to air sometime in July on
Channel 3. This non-politically
correct program was produced en
tirely by students on the campus
and could potentially be seen by
over 100,000 viewers. The Com
munication students that are en
rolled in this class did all of the
work and applied all of their skills,
including: writing the scripts, ad
justing the lighting, designing and
creating the set, video tape editing,
segments in the field, working with
other students in a crew position,
taping
the
shows
with
multicameras, creating costumes,
hair and make-up, and using
switcher
effects
and
a
teleprompter.
Mike Wichman is the instructor
and executive producer for this TV
and Video Productions class and
does an excellent job overseeing
everything that takes place on and
off the camera, producing a pro
fessional outcome with the stu
dents'efforts. Mike's professional
background includes producing
many well-known commercials
and television shows for presti
gious businesses, and his most re
cently produced commercial took
place over spring break for
Pharaoh's Lost Kingdom in
Redlands. Mike's real life experi
ences with the professional televi
sion industry have helped to in
spire many students to advance in
production techniques and under
standing the aesthetics of televi
sion and video studio production.
This, in turn, will help them ad
vance in business and in the real
world when they graduate. Mike
is a very easy-going instructor who
helps students to use their talents
to their fullest potential while gain
ing valuable instruction which can
later be applied to their future ca
reers.
You might be familiar with their
most recent show titled "After
shock," which is in a magazine talk

photo by Ulki Martinez

Clockwise from left: Judi Evangelista, Jason Schaeffer, Robert
Hayes, Nelson Calderon, Worm, Dan Reid and Kelsey S&renson
perform in "Mr. Flogger's Funhouse" which will air in July on
Channel 3

show format. "Mr. Flogger's
Funhouse" is a departure from this
usual format but will not leave you
disappointed at all. This entertain
ing show is pure comedy and the
talent from the actors adds to the
quality of the show. Jason Schaffer
plays the prominent main charac
ter "Mr. Fiogger." Robert Hayes
plays the "Guy with a Hose," and
wrote scripts for various scenes,
using his skills to entirely edit the
production. Judi Evangelista plays
"Crazy Joyce," and acted as the
Assistant Director throughout the
creation of these shows. Kelsey
Sorenson plays two characters dur
ing this production, the "Vietnam
Vet" and "Hairy Pizza Guy," and
also took on the responsibility of
being the Audio Technician as well
as writing scripts for scenes. Brett
Howard plays "Slacker," and
helped out in taping by being a
Camera Operator. Alicia Johnson
plays the "Landlord Lady," and
operated cameras during filming.
Dan Reid plays the character of a
"Mormon" on the show, operated
cameras during filming, and
served as the Flood Manager
throughout the production. Nelson
Calderon plays the "Mailman" and
was in charge of Set Design. Teri
Simpson plays the "Repo-Lady"
and was the Lighting Director.
•T

•4

«

Lilia Martinez and Holly Carlson
used their voice talent for the pup
pet segments throughout the
shows with the "Frog" and the
"Worm." Besides performing
these duties and playing these
characters, everyone in the crew
helped out with any needed job
along the way, and ih creating the
entire production, they also cre
ated a positive atmosphere
throughout the quarter.
I was privileged to be a part of
this cast and crew during the Win
ter quarter of 1999 — when "Mr.
Rogger's Funhouse" was created.
I also participated on a Holly
wood set for the TV show "Sweet
Valley High" as an extra many
times, and I think that the profes
sional quality of that set as com
pared to Mike's class is almost
identical: there are many similari
ties that will absolutely help to
prepare students for the TV indus
try. "Mr. Flogger's Funhouse" is
extremely entertaining and very
professionally constructed. Be
sure to look for "Mr. Flogger's
Funhouse," which will air in July
about four times during the same
day. Don't miss seeing these two
half-hour shows; they will defi
nitely make you laugh.
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By Amber S. Miner
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Charles Bukowski's
"Run With the Hunted"
Charles
Bukowski
drags his
reader into
his world
of drunken stupors, hang
overs, and even womanizing
tromps. He is open, honest,
and very politically incorrect.
He is often referred to as a beat
writer, even though he never
knew Jack Kerouac, Allen
Ginsberg or any of the other
members of that unique clan.
It is Bukowski's unique
writings that have earned him
matvy devoted fans. However,
his writings aren't always
nice, - in fact, they rarely are...
Instead, they are accounts of
the life of a drunk who was so
low at points that he found
himself homeless, living the
transient lifestyle.
His personal accounts of the
events in his life are incred
ibly honest and real. It is

*

sometimes shocking to believe that
anyone had the experiences that
Bukowski had, did the things that
he did, and drank as much as he
drank, "run with the hunted" takes
excerpts from his many published
works and chronologically gives
the reader Bukowski's life.
Bukowski was born in 1920 in
Andernach, Germany. His parents
moved him to the United States
when he was three years old. His
first work was published when he
was 24, and his poetry was first
published when he was 35. He is
one of the most astounding writ
ers I've ever read. He has a knack
for creating vivid images in the
reader's mind.
I don't know what it is that sucks
the reader into Bukowski's world.
It isn't a pretty one, but instead ^
disturbing one. To me, Bukowski
is addictive; I want more. There
are a lot of his works to choose
from, but "Run With the Hunted"
is a good place to start.

CSUSB Repertoire
By T.J. Wood
Special to the Chronicle
Our theater department recently
put on "Philadelphia Story" by
Philip Barry (Directed by Marga
ret Perry), and "Night Must'Fall"
(Directed by Tom Provenzeno) by
Emlyn Williams. Both plays dis
played a great amount of profes
sionalism, creativity, and good act
ing.
"Philadelphia Story" was a ro
mantic comedy about a girl mov
ing into womanhood. Tracy Lord,
played by Jamie McBriety, is re
cent divorcee of C.K. Dexter Ha
ven, played by Jay Henson. She
plans on getting remarried to an
other man. The night before her
wedding, she almost has an affair
with Mark Thomson's character,
Mike Connor.
Prior to this incident, Tracy
thought she was perfect and was
easily repulsed by others imperfec

tions. This close encounter with an
affair was a major turning point,
making her to realize that she is only
human.
Although it can be interpreted as
Tracy's
former
husband
schmoozing his way back to her,
C.K. actually falls back in love with
her new level of maturity. In a very
clever way, he ends up marrying
Tracy again and prevents her from
marrying the new man.
"Night Must Fall" can best be
described as a thriller about love,
betrayal, and consequences. Will
iam Felt, who plays Danny, is a new
man in town. He ends up going af
ter rich lady Mrs. Bramson's
(TinaMarie Ivey) money.
Mrs. Bramson is a very lonely
lady in search of a young escort like
Danny. Danny takes advantage of
the situation by pretending to care
about her. Danny's deception gets
him invited into her mansion.

Cold War
Please send me a Cold War
Recognition Certificate for my ser
vice to iheUniled States govern
ment during the authorized period
of September 2, 1945 to Decem
ber 26, 1991.
Enclosed is a copy of source
document with my Social Security
Number/Military Service Number/
Foreign Service Number, which
verifies my service during the Cold
War Era. I understand that the en
closed copy of source document
will not be returned.
Please mail my Cold War
Recognition Certificate to the fol
lowing address:
John Doe
P.O. Box 000
Pleasantville, Virginia 00000
Submission of this request
confirms my faithful service to the
nation during the Cold War Era. If
my service was in the Armed
Forces, I further certify that my
discharge was honorable or gen
eral under honorable conditions. If
I served as a federal civilian em
ployee, I further certify that the
character of my service was hon
orable.
Sincerely, John Doe
or access online at:
http://coldwar.army.mil/
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Student Art Show
June 18 to August 8
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Once inside, he discovers the se
OPENING CELEBRATION:
cret hiding place for her cash, and
Friday, June 18, 5-7 p.m.
ends up murdering her by suffocat
Visual Arts Complex
ing her with a pillow. Then Olivia
MUSEUM HOURS:
Grayne, played by Alyson Florey,
Monday - closed
shows up on the scene. It turns out
-Tuesday-Wednesday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
that Olivia loves him, so Danny
Thursday 1 - 7 p.m.
spares her from meeting the same
Friday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
fate as Mrs. Bramson had.
Saturday-Sunday 12-5 p.m.
After they are about to run from
The museum wilt be open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on graduation weekend.
the scene as rich lovers. Inspector
Belsize, portrayed by Lee Brandt,
shows up and foils their plan. The
actor who played this role did a bril
liant job at playing a very keen and
quick inspector. The Inspector is
fast to put two and two
together by cuffing the
murderer and taking him
away. William Felt was
another actor who stood
out with a brilliant per
formance in very emo
tional scenes that had the
audience in awe.
All in all, both plays
NO COVER CHARGE WITH STUDENT I.D.
were excellent. Being an
actor myself, I can truly
DRINKS
18 & OVER WELCOME
say that these were some
{7-11PM)
of the finer plays I've
seen in my.Hfe^ Even the
' Giris Ride "Big Buck" The Mechanical
technical aspects and
Bull for free.
32O Sooth "E" Street • San Bernardino
stage design were .won
derful-
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Presenting: The First Annual 1998The 1998-1999 Athletic Season was
one of the most exciting in recent years
here at Cal State Universityy San Bernar
dino.
The men's basketball team, under the
direction of coach Larry Reynolds
brought home a Western Regional Chamin the CCAA. Coach Kim Cherniss led
her women^s volleyball team to a 24-5
record. A new team was added, the
women's waterpolo squad, guided by firstyear coach Danielle Altman.
In what we hope becomes a tradition
here at The Coyote Chronicle, we present
our picks for the first-annual Coyote
Chronicle All-Star Team.
We salute the players who gave their
best representingiCSVSB in the athletic
forum.

Text By Richard A. Contreras
Photos courtesy of CSUSB Sports Information.
SvobodcAeager/Moreno/Hording/Schumaker
photos by Richard A. Contreras.

Phil Johnson
Senior-Men^s Basketball
Voted by the CSUSB Athletic Department as
"Male Athlete of the VeArV, Johnson averaged 15
ppg, shot a team-high/44 percent from the floor
and lead the Covotes 10 a 2.A8 chamoionship sea
son. He was^^cted to the CCAA AjHfonference
Team and NCA^!^2 West RegiondfTourney Team.
Would like to playnn a pro lea^e overseas.
"Phil was probablvthS-Timst Wliable player In
the clutch, said MgadCoachChcA Reynolds. "He
really carried uson his back all j^r."

Nancy Svoboda
Senior - Women's Soccer
Svoboda, a senior midfielder, started all games
last season and lead tho team in points. She has
/ \
garnered the honor of tryinc out for the Mexican
National Team for thiy monm's World Cup Com
petition. Slife^s also selected as the "JP^ale Ath
lete of The YearNi^^ the CSUSB>Mmetic Depart
ment.
really enjoym compMij^ biyt try to practice
hard and lead b/^*dmple," sh«v§^s. "I had a lot
of valuable sup^rt from my husrand.'

Monique Jimenez

Sean Teager

Senior - Women*s Basketball

Senior - Softball

Junior • Men's Golf

Vail, fufUled many rrrfek on the team despite
her "official" position/of guard. According to
Head Coach Kevin B^ker, V^e was just as valu
able whetlifci^on defense, or shooting^rom the
perimeter. "SheV^s definitely a cpnlpetitor, whose
intensity in practi< and in competition rubbed
off on other play<
Vail, who was
to tiiis^i ^CCAA Honor-

This senior pitcher cont^hted just as much with
her bat as she did while owthe mound. Being named
to the CCAA Women's Softb^ 1st Team as a designated play^ty^e led the conference bpt^g .338.
Head Coach RSxqnne Berch comfrf^ted on her
impact to the team: vShe was a 1% part of the of
fense, contributing m the>dQan-uft position. I will
miss her heart anj^-s^irfC whiih4s\pmething you

Becky Vail

ITtZrorTrT^T

,

is team with a 75.86
Teager, as a junior lei
ed to the All-Disscoring average. He wj
d him in elite statrict Eight Team, whi^
tus among^btlier D8 collegiate golfersjj e west
region.
He was voted *^ost Improved" by Golf
Coach Dr; Greg wice, who saiot " He was the
leader on our te^^^.^rtir mosbc^Wtent player.
•Tw ni^nvwflv<.
did ioolhito-tohim."- •

Sports Special^^
June 4,1999
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11999 Coyote Chronicle All-Star Team

Shawna Hardwick
Senior - Women -s Volleyball
The senior setter ends her carreer at CSUSB as
the all-time assist lead^Xshe captained a team
that had one of its best/ea^ns, going 24-5 as well
as defeating powerhopse C^ Bakersfield.
Women'SA^Ueyball Head Coach KiflrTCherniss
will definitely miss her leadersMj
"She set the exarfiple for ourteam every single
day... the way sh^ hamlte4her work ethic, atti
tude and compe^vpff^ wasVpri^ary impact to
this team."

Kristi Bauer
Senior - Women's Cross Country

Senior - Men's Soccer

As a four-year player, ^oroh^do capped off his
Bauer, a distance runner, served as captain for
collegiate
carreer, being, leted as "Male Scholar
last year's squad. Flaying wr a team that had been
CSUSB Athletic Dereinstated after a two-yyar hiatus, she consistently Athlete of l[he Year" b;
3 GPA in his Busiran the 5000 Meter racfe undijr the 20 minute stan- partment. Aside froi
athletic
he also exemplified
dard. She >411 be completing her Bachelor's De ness Ad.
role
as
observeHKby
Head
CoachJVfiite
Avery.
5 year,
gree in Educatib*t.later
"It was his level m play and coiwistency tht made
teai is a strong leader" What Kristi br
rleso said. "Her dedi- him real valuable He nev^ hail a bad attitude
ship," Head (
run at her level and was never afl^jd'fo do tn&d|^ work. He was
cation and getti
fun to have aroim^... he'll be missOT," Avery said.
set the standard^r the team

Lisa Moreno

Justin Schumaker

Senior - Women's Waterpolo

Senior - Baseball

The first year of competition for any sport is
Idifficuilt, but Moreno Me to the challenge and
I helped lead her team ttfan Reprizing 9-13 record.
She lead the team iiy scoring and was selected to
Ithe WWP^^3West Region 1st T^
Head Coachbamelle Altman n^dsed the efforts
I of her senior captmn, "She waAthe foundation of
our team. She was alwayss^forW in the water. I
will miss her en^Jgyr^e'lflBfe>^ to replace."

Schumaker, a senior mitcher compiled a 6-4
record and lead his team m a late-season surge to
wards the post-season/thmeam fell just short of
playoff contention. "We st\iggled, but we kinda
came bacl?aqd~fought in the end together. It was
an accomplisl™«|it in itself," h^,j8did.
Head Coach Do^arneli remarked," Justin lead
off the field, as vdw as(«KiU.he\provided that se
nior leadership.y^itfmiss m^^endability."

1

David Coronado

Sarrah Harding
Senior - Women's Tennis
After a less-than-stell* season, Hardingaccen
tuates the positive. "VVeVook what we had and
did what we could... T^e srason was difilcuilt but
we bonded as a tean/" shA said. Harding lead
the team^N^s No. 1 ranked player
Head Coac&'Tqm Starzyk shpd*some light on
her positive infiumce, "Sarrah's work ethic was
outstanding. Shys a rei»ysmce wung lady whose
leadership shoqe tjrfough aball rimes.'

Technology
The Coyote Chronicle

Write The Next
Million Dollar Story
By Paulie Kimball
Chronicle Staff Writer
Hollywood agents, producers
and studio executives are waiting
for the next great script. But the
first thing they notice about your
script is the format - Does your
script look polished and profes
sional? Screenplay Systems offers
"Hollywood Screenwriter" to from
give you the perfectly formatted
spec script. The price is only $59.
Educational pricing is less.
Another product that is available
from Screenplay is Dramatica Pro.
I have owned this product for a
year now and it's a writer's delight.
I have used it to write stories, de
velop plots and characters and
strong story strucfuW'. The pro
gram can predict the rest of your
story and give you ideas to polish
your story or script. List price is

HOLLYWOOD
SCREEMWRITER

ScveiuAii^

Softer ^

$399, but the educational Pricing
is around $100.
Movie Magic Scheduling is the
leading Film &TV Ss.heduling and
breakdown software. It will h^lp
you assess your costs, has internal
databasing of cast, crew and props.
You can design your own custom
reports and scripts. Industry Stan
dard reports are automatically up
dated every time you change
schedule. Board swap allows mul
tiple versions of a schedule.
Doug Claybourne, Producer "Apocalypse Now," "The Mask of
Zorro," "Home Alone," and "Mrs.
Doubtfire" - Stated: "I spent 3&1/
2 years on producing Apocalypse
Now. I just spent 2 1/2 years pro
ducing "The Mask of Zorro." I'll
bet I could have saved a year on
Apocalypse Now, if I have had
Movie Magic."
Have you ever needed to figure
out labor rates, fringe benefits,
monitor posts and payroll ? "Movie
Magic" is the best tool available.
Take control of the show's budget.
This program is so powerful that
it was used to budget the $200 mil
lion it took to make "Titanic." It is
great for "what if scenarios.
The full price on "Movie Magic
Labor rates" is only $39 or down
load online for $29.95. Movie
Magic Budgeting is priced $899.
Again be sure to check out educa-

Dramaoca Pro

tional pricing.

Call your mail order com
puter store for curent educa
tional pricing. For more de
tailed information on the pro
grams
go
to
www.screenplay.com

The rooms were equipped with
the type of wall clocks which
"jumped" ahead each minute, in a
very noticable fashion. As it were,
these clocks were also not of the
most sophisticated construction.
Some enterprising student dis
covered that if one were to hit the
clock with chalkboard erasers, it

would cause the clock to "jump"
ahead one minute.
So, it became almost daily prac
tice for these students to take tar
get practice at the clock (as it
would have it, this particular pro
fessor was not the most punctual,
and the students considered him
severely "absent-minded"). A few
well-aimed erasers, and lo, J 5 min
utes were passed, and the class dis
missed itself.
Well, when the day for the next
exam rolled around, the professor
strolled into the room, passed out
the exams, and told the students,
"You have one hour to complete

How Professors Grade
DEPTOF STATISTICS: All grades are plotted
along the normal bell curve.
DEPT OF PSYCHOLOGY: Students are asked
to blot ink in their exam books, close them and
turn them in. The professor opens the books and
assigns the first grade that comes to mind.
DEPT OF HISTORY: All students get the same
grade they got last year.
DEPT OF PHILOSOPHY: What is a grade?
DEPT OF MATHEMATICS: Grades are variable.
DEPT OF LOGIC: If and only if the student is present for the final
and the student has accumulated a passing grade then the student will
receive an A else the student will not receive an A.
DEfT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE: Random number generator de
termines grade.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT: Each student must figure out his grade by
listening to the instructor play the corresponding note (+ and - would be
sharp and flat respectively).
DEPT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Everybody gets an A

El Rancho Verde
Royal Vista
Golf Course
Weekdays
Walking
V

Riding

After 2:00

15

20

After 4:00

12

15

ICHO

Weekends

mm'

After 2:00

20 »

25

After 4:00

15 »

20"

Banquet Facilities
For

BE/T OF E-MAIL
The rules at a particular univer
sity were such that if the professor
were not present in the classroom
by 15 minutes past the hour, the
class was considered a "walk" and
the students were free to leave—
with no penalties for missing a
class.

June 4,1999

50 - 350 Guests

the exam."
The professor then proceeded to
collect the erasers from around the
room, and gleefully took aim at the
clock. When he had successfully
"jumped" the clock forward one
hour, he closed the class and coL
lected the exam papers.
Life does teach some lessons the
hard way.

Graduation Parties
Dinner Parties
Fraternal Functions
Wedding Ceremonies &
Receptions
Birthday Parties
Campus Group Functions
For Information Call
(909) 875-5346
El Rancho Verde Royal Vista Golf Course
355 E. Country Club Dr.
Rialto, CA 92377

Horoscopes/Comics
Carol Nishlda
Graphics Editor
(Chronicle Astrologer)

Aries: 3/21-4/19)
You seem to be at the
center of activity no matter
where you go. You'll feel
like a kid at an amusement
park with the world spinning around
you, and be the one with your hands
raised high, cheering on all of the wild
rides. Your competitive spirit might
look like an aggressive attitude to
those less motivated. Do not bring oth
ers down by tempting them with cot
ton-candy. Use your abilities to raise
their spirits so that they enjoy the
movement without feeling queasy. Do
not take yourself too seriously.

Taurus: (4/20-5/20)
Do something creative around the
house. Get in touch with your inner
decorator, gardener or car
penter. Know that today you
may just get their answering
machine. Keep on knocking
on the door that can let you in. They
will eventually return your call, and
they really do want to do lunch at some
point soon. Happy private activity
takes your mind off the world outside
the gates. Let yourself be absorbed in
your niche and get your mind off of
the noise and problems that are look
ing to consume you outside of your
Utopia.

Gemini: (5/21-6/20)
Taffy is fun to pull,
but if you break it in the
process and it drops on the
floor, it leads to a rather sticky silua-
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tion. Know that the same can be said
of the truth - stretching it is fun, but
there could be unpleasant conse
quences later. Be honest with yourself
and with those you encounter in your
daily interactions. Keep fact and fic
tion in their separate boxes, just in case
someone takes you literally. Both can
be bestsellers, but as long as they are
well defined. Put some ideas into a
theory and then put your theory into
action.

Cancer: (6/21-7/20)
You could benefit from a day or
so of evaluating your recent behavior.
Other people's responses will give you
a clue into what you
should or should not con
tinue doing. The outra
geous may have to make
way for the more moderate, while the
dull will have to be spiced up to meet
in the middle. Impulses will try to
sway your thoughts and actions, just
take heed of the future as you rush off
into the urgency of the present. You
may find comfort and joy in modera
tion. Showing off is not likely to lead
to much of anything exciting.

Leo: (7/21-8/19)
You may have more energy than
some people can keep up with. You
could have the ability to move bthers
to take a stand on an issue
important to them. You
will be exuding energy it's upTo^people to decide how it will
influence their actions. Those with an.
appetite for intensity find you an ab
solute joy to be around. Reveal the ex
tremes and enjoy the middle ground
that you swing through in order to
reach them. The full spectrum that you

experience will be the strength of the
lessons that you learn. Your charm
easily wins over those who may be
somewhat intimidated by you

Virgo: 8/20-9/19)
New data could ar
rive just when you
thought you had all the
answers. You should wel
come the challenge even though it may
slightly disrupt your sense of organi
zation. You are likely to get somewhat
stuck in your ways if you were think
ing that you had every solution any
way. Other people's problems are a re
freshing escape from your own, but
know that there may be enough to go
around. Take responsibility for your
fair share when it comes to the way in
which it is dealt. Solutions may sneak
in the back way while you're thinking
of something else.

Libra: (9/20-l(V20)
Collaboration takes you much
further than working alone. Put your
self in a pole position on any
team of which you are a part
and gather around all of your
groups. You all have strengths
that you bring to the table. When com
bined, they make quite an amazing ar
ray of qualities. Know that your per
sonal goal is a goal thatis also shared
by many others. A common vision
burns brightly, so take off your sun
glasses long enough to notice. It will
make for an incredible sunset at the
end of the day. Creative thinking is
often its own reward, but this time it
could lead to bigger things.

Scorpio: (10/21-11/21)
You may feel like the plaintiff

today, but someone else might treat
you as the defendant. File
your claims in your brain
and have your evidence
readily available. Your fi
nal argument may cause some stress,
but you can pull it off if you avoid all
that is flamboyant. You could be
caught in a conflict between powerful
forces. The challenge will be exciting
and confusing all at the same time.Any
high profile actions or gestures could
easily be misinterpreted. Rememberto
keep your ego in check.

Sagittarius^ (11/22-12/20)
A message arrives, but the mes
senger is unexpected. Remember that
the two can be quite separate indeed
or they can be intertwined
in order to result in a whole
new meaning. In this case,
though, good fortune is
likely to be shining your way so take
it all in with open arms. A strange but
simple event fills you with a sense of
the miraculous. Know that there are
few things that are better to be filled
with. Luck is likely to be on your side
today, and the other side will not act
in opposition.

Capricorn: (12/21-1/19)
Someone else's bad
behavior does nothing to
help your mood. Try not
to let them bring you
down as that will just
give them more fuel for their negative
fire. If you're not careful, the blaze
could spread to everything in sight.
Sometimes, it seems as though all of
humanity may be blighted by an ob
noxious few. Try to make others real
ize that they are outright outrageous.

They are often acting for the crowd so
the crowd is wielding the ultimate
power. Maybe you should keep to
yourself until your outlook improves.
The internal reflection will bring the
peace for which you are aiming.

Aquarius: (1/20-2/20)
In the economics of love and
friendship, if you give a little, you get
a lot. Blurring the line between the two
may yield the best return
on your investment. It all
depends on if you are in it
for the long run or if you
are looking for a short-term return. The
volatility and risk vary accordingly.
Sometimes, waiting for something to
happen can be the biggest waste of
time. Take the initiative and put in a
valiant attempt towards making it hap
pen in the way you want to see it pro
ceed. Learn a lesson or two from fol-,
lowing your heart today.

Pisces: (2/21-3/20)
Approach your day with new re
solve. This week favors routines and
disciplines begun under its positive
light. Don't-get carried away in dra
mas or swept lUp in any
outlying scenarios that rw (_
may catch y^riattention.
Put on your blinders and
keep your eyes on the road ahead.
Keeping your mind from wandering
will leave you in a better state of mind.
The next few days could serve as the
cornerstone of your future happiness.
Improve the strength of your founda
tion so that you can build upon it.

*Horoscopes are for entertain
ment purposes only.
1.

Interested
in being a
part of the
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Chronicle?
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in
i^ou! Give
;lis a call at

880-5289
or E-mail
us at:
sbchron®
maflxsusb^du

See you in
the fall!
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Free Delivery $io

Free Delivery

Pizza Chalet
2433 N. Sierra Way, San Bernardino

886-5181
Delivery Drivers Wanted

MUG OF BEER
WITH STUDENT ID

&venin^ at the 9^ardis Qms
First Annual Spring Formal

Big Screen - Pool Table
Redemption Games - Video

50 CENTS

Student Union Corner

$3.75
PITCHER OF BEER
WITH STUDENT ID

June 4, 1999
7:30 PM-12:30 AM '
at Edwards Mansion in Historical Redlands

WFDNSDAY - THURSDAY STUDFNTS' SPECTALNODBUVE.^

1 LARGE PEPPERONI
1 MEDIUM PEPPERONI
$4.99
$3.99
VALID ONLY WITH STUDENT ID
DEI .TVERY SPECIAL
2 LARGE COMBOS
2 EXTRA LARGE COMBOS

$17.99 PLUS TAX

$15.99

PLUSTAX

Answers To Brain Teasers from pg-7
1. The word "incorrectly." iAlmiwt cracked your brain, didn't you?)
2. While. If all the w alls face south, the hoiuse is at
the North ppk^ond the bear, therefore, is a polar bear.
m 3. Three. Well, it seems that it cotild almost be either, but if you Collow the malh'«matic al orders of operation, division is pcrforincd before addition. .So... half of two Is
one. Then add two, and the answer Ls three.
4. Sloppy Ls a goldrLsh. The wind blew the shutters in, which knocked lius gotdnsh'
bowl off the table, and it broke, killiiig him. (Pi»r Sloppy.)

$20 per person which includes:
Dinner, Dancing, Carriage Ride, and a
Caricature Sketch to Capture the Evening
Photographer available but not included with the price of admission

rickets Available at the ASI Box Office

June 4 - June 11

Events Calendar
Monday, 7

P'ridnx d
SURVIVOR'S GROUP
9:30 - 10:30 A.M.
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X7203

PALS MEETING
SPONSORED BY LIBERAL STUDIES
2:30 - 4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5857

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT SERIES
LUNCHEON SPONSORED BY STUDENT LIFE
12 NOON - 2 P.M.
EVENT CENTER A
X5234

OPRAH AFTERNOONS
3 • 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203

OPRAH AFTERNOONS
3 - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

FRIENDS OF BILL W. & DR. BOB
4 - 5 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5253

PHILADELPHIA STORY

PERFORMANCE
8:15 -10:30 P.M.
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT
X5876

Saturday, 5
U.C.D.D. / LR.C. CONFERENCE
9 A.M. - 7 P.M.
EVENT CENTER

xSOOS

CAMPUS ENVIRONMENTAL
CONFERENCE
SPONSORED BY ASI ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITTEE
12:30 - 4 P.M.
SLYVAN PARK
X7210

NIGHT MUST FALL

Tuesday, 8
CHILL OUT W|EK-THEPSENCE OF
9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203
ASI FINANCE BOARD MEETING
10 A.M. - 12 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

Wednesday, 9
CHILL OUT WEEK • POT LUCK
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203
MAPS MEETINGS
12 NOON • 1 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP MEETING
5 - 6 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203
GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL
STUDENT UNION
6 • 8 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203

Thursday, 10

CHILL OUT WEEK - MENDL BODY ART
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203
AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
2 P.M.
CROSS CULTURAL CENTER
X7204
SURVIVOR'S GROUP
1 - 2 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7204
OPRAH ARERNOONS
3 - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
FRIENDS OF BILL W. & DR. BOB
5 - 6:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5253

Friday, 11
SURVIVOR'S GROUP
9:30 - 10:30 A.M.
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X7203

ASI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING
OPEN MEETING
12 NOON - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION
GEOLOGY CLUB SPONSORED LECTURE
12 NOON - 2 P.M.
EVENT CENTER
X5336

CHILL OUT WEEK - CHOCOLATE FEST
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
X7203

OPRAH AFTERNOONS
3 - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

FRIENDS OF BILL W. & DR. BOB
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

OPRAH AFTERNOONS
3 - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

PERFORMANCE
8:15-10:30 P.M.
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT
X5876

To place an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to

Sunday, 6

PHILADELPHIA STORY

PERFORMANCE
2 - 4 PM
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT
X5876

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
CLUB MEETING
8 -10 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

Prepared Courtesy oi
Student Union Graphic Arts

Student Union Graphics,
room SU 112, or call x3942.

Sponsored Courlesy of the
Student Union Program Board

Classifieds
Page 15
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Speedy Research
RcporU: St.OO per page
Orer 20,000 topics & clipplnes.
Materials for research
assisuncc use ooJy!
6546 Hojj.vwooo DLVD.
2KO I VOOR. KM. 209
[jOi ANCWiS. CA 90028
Hours; Moii-Fri 10;30am-6(>«ii
Saturdays. I lam-lpm
Cujtoni Rc»c«fch «V*IUIJ1C

^

VIM/KIC'AMEX/I-IIR
Cal! Today!
^ I-800'356'9ppI

SHURGARD STORAGE WANTS
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR
SPRING CLEANING!
ATIENTION: ALL SHURGARD CUSTOMERS!
Cleaning out your garage? Cleaning out your attic or closets? Need a litle extra
space? For a limited time Shurgard will rent any existing customer a 5x5 unit or
5x10 for only SIO.OO per month! Thai's right only $10.00 per month. So come on
down and see us to take advantage of this limited time offer. Exp. 6-15-99 Three
month limit. See Coilon store or call 825-8414 for more information.

_

Job Opportunites
Galore... as Leas

AAIERIC/IN
/H4RKETING
/ISSOCWTION

ing Consultant for
luxury Apt. Communi
ties. Flex. Schedules-F/T,P/T, Temp or
Perm. No exp. nec.
call us today 619535-9010

EUROPE S239o/w

Anytime in 1999
Hawaii $119, Carib/
Mexico $189r/t
Discount Fares
Worldwide
(310) 394-0550
www.airhitch.org
(taxes additional)

AMA AWARDS BANQUET
COME JOIN THE CELEBRATION!!!!!

MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS
Versity.com
an
Internet notstaking
ccxnpany is looking for
an entrepreneurial
undergrad to run our
business on your cam
pus. Manage students,
stake tons of stoney,
excellent <^;>portunityl
Apply
online
at
www.versity.com, con
tact Jobseversity.com
or call (734)483-1600
eact.BSB

Make Dancing
Your Career
Call or stop by your nearb/
Arthur Murray danco studic
today. Wo can toacti you to
O'-rce. and how !o teach others
the Arthur Murray way.
ylrthur j J)(urrau
1 OOprn-IOpm, Mon-Frt
- r/'; i -'U-a-vje Tree Laio RodLtr.js-

793-8140

I

Services

He Orunmila African Imports
He Orunmila Communications send their hearty
congratulations to the CSUSB Calif. Black Faculty/
Staff Assoc. and the June 1999 graduating students.
For ethnic arts, books and Orisa (botanica) supplies
contact us at 515 West 21st Street San Bernardino.
Tel: 1-888-Orunmila, (909) 886-6023, (909) 475-5851
Fax: (909) 475-5850. Email: FSOrunmila@aol.com

T..

JUNE 4, 1999
6:30 - 8:30 P.M.
UPPER COMMONS, CSUSB
CSUSB COLLEGIATE CHAPTER
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
AND THE
CSUSB MARKETING DEPARTMENT
RECOGNIZE A YEAR OF
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
For Ticket Information
Call the Marketing Office

(909) 880-5749
or see ^ny AMA.Memljer

3 J I' I
Y'UN

As graduation looms on the horizon, thoughts of buying a hot, n
have no doubt formed in your mind. So have worries of
But through our College Graduate Purchase Program, ford caahe^il^®
your dream car down to reality. College seniors and grad studen^..eM;S
get $400 cash back'toward the purchase or lease of ar^ eligible
Mercury vehicle. For more information, please call1-8tK)"321-1^#^
log on to www.ford.com/coltegegr^^;^

To be rtgible fbr Sa)0
.t purchase cr laoseand tAe delivery ofwjgsilll

<|8.I

's or bachelor^
befweeh 10/1^ and 1/3/(K) or be currently
and 1/S^OO. SoTK customs'arKtvehtde
resbietionB ef^y, S

PA^NENTFORQUALLRTTI^WIFT^N. SUB^^EPR^^BYFOFDCRE^^

